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A. Systems of Cell Division

•• Cell division is necessary for reproduction, Cell division is necessary for reproduction, 
growth, and repair of an organism.growth, and repair of an organism.

•• Cell division must be initiated by three Cell division must be initiated by three 
steps: DNA replication, DNA separation, and steps: DNA replication, DNA separation, and 
then division of the cytoplasm.then division of the cytoplasm.

•• In prokaryotes, cellular DNA is a single In prokaryotes, cellular DNA is a single 
molecule, or chromosome. Prokaryotes molecule, or chromosome. Prokaryotes 
reproduce by cell fission reproduce by cell fission akaaka binary fission.binary fission.

•• In eukaryotes, nuclei divide by either In eukaryotes, nuclei divide by either 
mitosis or meiosis.mitosis or meiosis.



Bacterial cell division (binary fission):



B. Interphase and the Control 
of Cell Division
•• The mitotic cell cycle has two main phases: The mitotic cell cycle has two main phases: 

interphaseinterphase and mitosis.and mitosis.
•• InterphaseInterphase is the period between divisions is the period between divisions 

in the cytoplasm.in the cytoplasm.
•• During most of the cell cycle the cell is in During most of the cell cycle the cell is in 

interphaseinterphase, which is divided into three , which is divided into three 
subphasessubphases: S, G1, and G2. : S, G1, and G2. 

•• DNA is replicated during S phase.DNA is replicated during S phase.



The cell cycle



B. Interphase and the Control 
of Cell Division 
•• CyclinCyclin--CdkCdk complexes regulate the passage complexes regulate the passage 

of cells from G1 into S phase and from G2 of cells from G1 into S phase and from G2 
into M phase.into M phase.

•• CyclinCyclin binding to binding to CdkCdk exposes the active site exposes the active site 
of the of the kinasekinase but breaks down quickly.but breaks down quickly.

•• These complexes act as checkpoints These complexes act as checkpoints 
regulating the cells progression through the regulating the cells progression through the 
cell cycle.cell cycle.





B. Interphase and the Control 
of Cell Division 
•• In addition to the In addition to the internalinternal cyclincyclin--CdkCdk

complexes, complexes, externalexternal controls to the cell, controls to the cell, 
such as growth factors and hormones, can such as growth factors and hormones, can 
also stimulate a division cycle.also stimulate a division cycle.

•• Cancer cells often have defective Cancer cells often have defective CyclinCyclin--CdkCdk
complexes or lose external control over their complexes or lose external control over their 
growth factors.growth factors.



Density-dependent inhibition of cell division



C. Eukaryotic Chromosomes

•• Chromosomes contain DNA and proteins. At Chromosomes contain DNA and proteins. At 
mitosis, chromosomes initially appear mitosis, chromosomes initially appear 
double because two sister double because two sister chromatidschromatids are are 
held together at the held together at the centromerecentromere. Each sister . Each sister 
chromatidchromatid consists of one doubleconsists of one double--stranded stranded 
DNA molecule DNA molecule complexedcomplexed with proteins and with proteins and 
referred to as chromatin.referred to as chromatin.



Chromosome duplication and distribution during mitosis



C. Eukaryotic Chromosomes 

•• During During interphaseinterphase, DNA in chromatin is , DNA in chromatin is 
wound around wound around histonehistone core proteins to form core proteins to form 
nucleosomesnucleosomes. DNA folds repeatedly, packing . DNA folds repeatedly, packing 
within the nucleus. When mitotic within the nucleus. When mitotic 
chromosomes form, it chromosomes form, it supercoilssupercoils and and 
condenses even more.condenses even more.



2 meter long molecule
into 5 μm nucleus!

Nucleosomes aka
“beads on a string”



D. Mitosis: Distributing Exact 
Copies of Genetic Information
•• After DNA is replicated during S phase, the After DNA is replicated during S phase, the 

first sign of mitosis is the separation of first sign of mitosis is the separation of 
centrosomescentrosomes, which initiate microtubule , which initiate microtubule 
formation for the spindle.formation for the spindle.





D. Mitosis: Distributing Exact 
Copies of Genetic Information 

•• Mitosis can be divided into 5 phases: Mitosis can be divided into 5 phases: 
prophase, prophase, prometaphaseprometaphase, metaphase, , metaphase, 
anaphase, and anaphase, and telophasetelophase..



Mitotic cell division stages (animal cell): Interphase; prophase; prometaphase.



Mitotic cell division stages (animal cell): metaphase; anaphase; telophase & cytokinesis.



D. Mitosis: Distributing Exact 
Copies of Genetic Information 

•• During prophase, the chromosomes During prophase, the chromosomes 
condense and appear as paired condense and appear as paired chromatidschromatids..

•• During During prometaphaseprometaphase, the chromosomes , the chromosomes 
move toward the middle of the spindle. The move toward the middle of the spindle. The 
nuclear envelope breaks down. nuclear envelope breaks down. KinetochoreKinetochore
microtubules appear and attach the microtubules appear and attach the 
kinetochoreskinetochores to the to the centrosomescentrosomes..



D. Mitosis: Distributing Exact 
Copies of Genetic Information 
•• In metaphase, In metaphase, chromatidschromatids gather at the gather at the 

middle of the cell, their middle of the cell, their centromerescentromeres on the on the 
metaphase plate. metaphase plate. 

•• In anaphase, the In anaphase, the centromerescentromeres holding the holding the 
chromatidchromatid pairs together separate. Each pairs together separate. Each 
member of the pair, now called a daughter member of the pair, now called a daughter 
chromosome, migrates to its pole along the chromosome, migrates to its pole along the 
microtubule track.microtubule track.



The mitotic spindle at metaphase



D. Mitosis: Distributing Exact 
Copies of Genetic Information 
•• During During telophasetelophase, the chromosomes become , the chromosomes become 

less condensed. The nuclear envelopes and less condensed. The nuclear envelopes and 
nucleoli renucleoli re--form, producing two nuclei form, producing two nuclei 
whose chromosomes are identical to each whose chromosomes are identical to each 
other and to those of the cell that began the other and to those of the cell that began the 
cycle. cycle. 



Mitosis in a plant cell



E. Cytokinesis: The Division 
of the Cytoplasm
•• CytokinosisCytokinosis usually follows nuclear division. usually follows nuclear division. 

Animal cell cytoplasm usually divides by Animal cell cytoplasm usually divides by 
plasma membrane furrowing caused by plasma membrane furrowing caused by 
contraction of contraction of cytoplasmiccytoplasmic microfilaments.microfilaments.

•• In plant cells, In plant cells, cytokinesiscytokinesis is accomplished by is accomplished by 
vesicle fusion and the synthesis of new cell vesicle fusion and the synthesis of new cell 
wall material.wall material.



Cytokinesis in animal and plant cells



Mitosis in an onion root



A hypothesis for the evolution of mitosis



E. Cytokinesis: The Division of 
the Cytoplasm

•• The cell cycle can repeat itself many times, The cell cycle can repeat itself many times, 
forming a clone of genetically identical cells.forming a clone of genetically identical cells.

•• Asexual reproduction produces an organism Asexual reproduction produces an organism 
genetically identical to the parent. Any genetically identical to the parent. Any 
genetic variety is the result of mutations.genetic variety is the result of mutations.



F. Meiosis: Sexual 
Reproduction and Diversity 

•• In sexual reproduction, two haploid gametesIn sexual reproduction, two haploid gametes——one one 
from each parentfrom each parent——unite in fertilization to form a unite in fertilization to form a 
genetically unique, diploid zygote.genetically unique, diploid zygote.

• The number shape and size of metaphase 
chromosomes constitute a karyotype.

•• The more chromosome pairs there are in a diploid The more chromosome pairs there are in a diploid 
cell, the greater the diversity of chromosome cell, the greater the diversity of chromosome 
combinations generated by meiosis.combinations generated by meiosis.

•• Humans have 23 pairs of chromosomes.Humans have 23 pairs of chromosomes.



Chromosome Painting and respective Karyotype



Three sexual life cycles differing in the timing of meiosis and fertilization (syngamy)

•Alternation of 
generations



The human life cycle

• Random Fertilization



F. Meiosis: Sexual 
Reproduction and Diversity
•• In sexually reproducing organisms, certain In sexually reproducing organisms, certain 

cells in the adult undergo meiosis, whereby cells in the adult undergo meiosis, whereby 
a diploid cell produces haploid gametes.a diploid cell produces haploid gametes.

•• Each gamete contains a Each gamete contains a random mixrandom mix of one of one 
of each pair of homologous chromosomes of each pair of homologous chromosomes 
from the parent.from the parent.

•• Zygotes are formed by Zygotes are formed by random fertilizationrandom fertilization
which increases diversity.which increases diversity.



G. Meiosis: A Pair of Nuclear 
Divisions
•• Meiosis reduces the chromosome number Meiosis reduces the chromosome number 

from diploid to haploid and ensures that from diploid to haploid and ensures that 
each haploid cell contains one member of each haploid cell contains one member of 
each chromosome pair. It consists of two each chromosome pair. It consists of two 
nuclear divisions. nuclear divisions. 

•• We often refer to meiosis as We often refer to meiosis as reductionreduction--
divisiondivision..



Overview of meiosis: how meiosis reduces chromosome number



The stages of meiotic cell division: Meiosis I



The stages of meiotic cell division: Meiosis II



G. Meiosis: A Pair of Nuclear 
Divisions 
•• During prophase I of the first meiotic division, During prophase I of the first meiotic division, 

homologous chromosomes pair, and material may homologous chromosomes pair, and material may 
be exchanged by be exchanged by crossing overcrossing over between between nonsisternonsister
chromatidschromatids of two adjacent of two adjacent homologshomologs..

•• In metaphase I, the paired In metaphase I, the paired homologshomologs gather at the gather at the 
equatorial plate. Each chromosome has one equatorial plate. Each chromosome has one 
kinetochorekinetochore and associates with polar microtubules and associates with polar microtubules 
for one pole. for one pole. 

•• In anaphase I, entire chromosomes, each with two In anaphase I, entire chromosomes, each with two 
chromatidschromatids, migrate to the poles. By the end of , migrate to the poles. By the end of 
meiosis I, there are two nuclei, each with the meiosis I, there are two nuclei, each with the 
haploid number of chromosomes but with two sister haploid number of chromosomes but with two sister 
chromatidschromatids..



Synapsis: Crossing
over of nonsister
chromatids.



The results of crossing over during meiosis

• Crossing over 
increases diversity.



The results of alternative arrangements of two homologous chromosome pairs on
the metaphase plate in meiosis I

• Independent Assortment
increases diversity.



G. Meiosis: A Pair of Nuclear 
Divisions 
•• In meiosis II, the sister In meiosis II, the sister chromatidschromatids

separate. No DNA replication precedes this separate. No DNA replication precedes this 
division, which in other aspects is similar to division, which in other aspects is similar to 
mitosis. The result of meiosis is four cells, mitosis. The result of meiosis is four cells, 
each with a haploid chromosome content. each with a haploid chromosome content. 







A comparison of mitosis and meiosis



H. Meiotic Errors: Source of 
Chromosomal Disorders
•• In In nondisjunctionnondisjunction, one member of a , one member of a 

homologous pair of chromosomes fails to homologous pair of chromosomes fails to 
separate from the other, and both go to the separate from the other, and both go to the 
same pole. This event leads to one gamete same pole. This event leads to one gamete 
with an extra chromosome and another with an extra chromosome and another 
other lacking that chromosome. other lacking that chromosome. 

•• Fertilization with a normal haploid gamete Fertilization with a normal haploid gamete 
results in results in aneuploidyaneuploidy and genetic and genetic 
abnormalities that are invariably harmful or abnormalities that are invariably harmful or 
lethal to the organism.lethal to the organism.



NondisjunctionNondisjunction
in gametein gamete

AneuploidyAneuploidy
in zygotein zygote



I. Cell Death

•• Cells may die by necrosis or may selfCells may die by necrosis or may self--
destruct by apoptosis, a genetically destruct by apoptosis, a genetically 
programmed series of events that includes programmed series of events that includes 
the detachment of the cell from its the detachment of the cell from its 
neighbors and the fragmentation of its neighbors and the fragmentation of its 
nuclear DNA.nuclear DNA.



No inflammation



Membrane “Blebbing”
by a WBC via apoptosis.



J. Origins of Genetic Variation 
Among Offspring
•• In species that produce sexually, the behavior of In species that produce sexually, the behavior of 

chromosomes during meiosis AND fertilization is responsible chromosomes during meiosis AND fertilization is responsible 
for most of the variation that arises each generation.for most of the variation that arises each generation.

Independent Assortment of ChromosomesIndependent Assortment of Chromosomes
Homologous pairs of chromosomes orient Homologous pairs of chromosomes orient 
randomly at metaphase I of meiosis.randomly at metaphase I of meiosis.

Crossing overCrossing over
Produces recombinant chromosomes that Produces recombinant chromosomes that 
carry genes derived from two different carry genes derived from two different 
parents during prophase I of meiosis.parents during prophase I of meiosis.

Random FertilizationRandom Fertilization
The fusion of gametes will produce a zygote The fusion of gametes will produce a zygote 
with any of about 64 trillion diploid with any of about 64 trillion diploid 
combinations.combinations.



J. Origins of Genetic Variation 
Among Offspring
•• MutationsMutations

Are the original source of genetic Are the original source of genetic 
variation.variation.

•• Sexual reproductionSexual reproduction

Produces new combinations of Produces new combinations of 
variant genes, adding more genetic variant genes, adding more genetic 
diversity.diversity.


